Abstract— Multicast enables efficient large-scale content distribution by providing an efficient transport mechanisms for one-to-one and many-to-many communication. In this work we implemented a working IP multicast forwarding prototype for use in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) based upon flooding mechanisms. SMF is presently being developed within the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) as an experimental specification to provide simplified multicast data dissemination among multi-hop, wireless nodes within peer MANET routing neighbourhoods. The SMF protocol allows for a variety of cover set reduction techniques to optimize the simplified data flooding and relaying process between routing peers. We present the design of a working experimental prototype and some initial performance analysis using the Mobile Network Emulation (MNE) system and various optional flooding approaches within the design framework. In addition, we present supplemental analytical assessment of several implemented flooding algorithms for MANET environments and confer related performance tradeoffs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is growing significance in designing generic user data flooding or simplified multicasting forwarding services for use within mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [4], [9], [10], [11]. The previous work developing MANET unicast routing protocols often involves the application of a packet flooding service within the protocol control plane to support basic functionality (e.g., router discovery, proactive link-state dissemination). Some novel technical work has been done to optimize the flooding process for specific routing protocol designs and requirements [2], [3], [4], [6].

A basic packet forwarding service that reaches all destinations participating within a MANET environment can be a useful generic routing mechanism for an application layer. While the design requirements for such a forwarding mechanism are similar to those often needed in the control plane by many MANET unicast routing protocol layers, it is desirable to provide a more generic forwarding function for use by other applications. There are a number of application areas that could take advantage of a simple, broadcast-type delivery service within a MANET routing region (e.g., multimedia streaming, peer-to-peer middleware multicasting, MANET auto-configuration, and discovery services). In this paper, we discuss the implementation of an initial working prototype and analyze some aspects of such a packet forwarding capability and we model it as a reliability of simplified multicast routing service for scoped MANET application.

The simplest design often conceived and adapted for MANET packet flooding is a classical flooding (CF) algorithm. In CF, each participating forwarder node is required to rebroadcast a packet when heard for the first time. This approach is extremely simple and generally requires only duplicate packet detection and a basic forwarding mechanism. However, it is well known that using CF results in a significant number of redundant transmissions often referred to as the broadcast storm problem [11]. To improve the network performance of MANET environments, reducing unnecessary channel contention significantly. Therefore, reducing the number of required relay nodes is a sensitive design goal for this environment. Unfortunately, reducing the number of relay nodes in a MANET environment may also decrease the robustness of overall packet delivery. There exists an interdependent design tradeoff between relay efficiency and delivery robustness that is scenario and system dependent and should be examined carefully.

On a theoretic level, work in the area of minimizing packet forwarders, or relay node sets, is often related to basic graph theory problems. In graph theory, a dominating set (DS) for a graph is a set of vertices whose neighbors, along with themselves, constitute all the vertices in the graph. A connected DS (CDS) is a DS forming a connected graph. A minimum CDS
(MCDS) is a set such that the number of vertices is the minimum required to form a CDS. Finding a small dominating set is one of the most fundamental problems of traditional graph theory and is in theory often related to the problem of optimizing flooding algorithms in MANETs. Finding an MCDS in a given graph is known to be NP-hard [14]. Beyond these basic static graph theoretic issues, MANET protocol designs require more distributed and dynamic operation. For better explanation of the design motivations, we formulated three basic competing design characteristics of an effective MANET flooding algorithm solution:

- A resultant cover set that is small compared to the total number of nodes as the network scales in size and density.
- A robust approach somewhat resilient to network mobility and link dynamics.
- A cover set election/maintenance that is lightweight, distributed, and adaptive in nature.

2. OVERVIEW AND RELATED WORK

Previous novel work on MANET flooding has been done by others. In [10] taxonomy of flooding algorithms for use in MANET environments was presented and the work examined performance issues related to various approaches. Other important previous work has developed distributed mechanisms that select and maintain reduced relay node sets. As we have already mentioned the design tradeoffs are further complicated by wireless contention, topological classes, and the robustness of packet delivery with mobility. In addition, the development of an actual protocol implementation for IP multicast forwarding based upon these flooding algorithms raises additional design tradeoffs and issues. This includes maintenance of protocol state, duplicate packet detection mechanisms, and any associated protocol signaling required by a mechanism.

We concentrated on the design and implementation of an initial working prototype for IP MANET multicast forwarding based upon improved flooding mechanisms. The initial design adapts a variety of flooding algorithms, but additional algorithms can be easily added to the framework for prototype experimentation.

In the implementation section, we analyze the initial working prototype within the NRL mobile network environment [9] and discuss several example performance results.

3. APPROACH OF IP DESIGN

In addition to researching various algorithms and approaches for MANET flooding, our goal was to provide a working prototype compatible with existing and emerging IP network protocol frameworks. The implementation approach taken enables the protocol to work as a simplified MANET multicast routing mechanism within a MANET routing area. At present the IP packets are not encapsulated in any additional or specialized IP header, so multicast routing is performed on native IP multicast application packets. One important routing design difference between MANET interfaces and many wired network interfaces is that forwarding out the same interface of a packet arrived on is a normal allowed operation. It is important to note that this operation is often disallowed in wired multicast routing designs. Because of this feature, a fairly common requirement in MANET packet flooding is some form of duplicate packet detection. This generally requires some form of packet sequence identification.

Our reliability of simplified MANET multicast routing implementation is composed of three parts: A sequence id generator and marker to be used when and if necessary, detection of a duplicate module, and a basic multicast packet forwarding module. The sequence generator is responsible for marking each packet with a monotonically increasing unique identification number when existing IP kernel methods are not sufficient or are not predictable. The duplicate detection mechanism is used to remove and detect duplicate packets from both entering the interface forwarding process and from being delivered to upper layer applications. The forwarding module performs basic multicast IP packet forwarding out a particular MANET interface as appropriate.

3.1. Sequence Generation and Marking Module

As we mentioned detecting duplicate packets is important in a MANET packet flooding process. In our implementation, IP multicast packets from a particular source are assumed to be marked with a temporally unique identification number in the IPv4 header using the ID field [RFC791]. Unfortunately, in present operating system networking kernels this identification number (ID) for the IP header is not always generated or applied in a consistent manner. As an example, the present LINUX network kernel implementation does not generate a meaningful ID field entry for UDP packets. In order to build a working implementation without encapsulating packets, we built a sequence generation and marking module that can maintain and add a monotonically increasing IP ID field for source-specific multicast packets. When needed on a local system or at a specific gateway this process will also recalculate and replace a proper IP header checksum for the formulated header.

Although we have demonstrated its use in this prototype code, the adoption of the IPv4 ID field for widespread packet duplication detection has some
disadvantages. The main disadvantage is that the use and interpretation of the field is known to be non-consistent across operating systems. As an alternative, the use of an encapsulated header or header extension in future implementations may provide more flexibility and consistency across implementations. A basic sequencing and marking design similar to the one we have formulated can be easily adapted to work with future approaches or can be bypassed when not needed.

3.2. Detection of a Duplicate Module

When designated multicast packets are received by the device driver, they are intercepted and examined for duplicate detection. In the present implementation, source specific information and the sequence ID field is checked against a cached duplicate history. When a packet is not identified as received or transmitted previously, it will be sent to the forwarding module and to the upper layer. When a packet is identified and marked as previously received, it will be silently dropped. Proper operation of the duplicate detection module relies on the fact that a working and predictable mechanism for packet identification generation and marking is in place.

3.3. Multicast Forwarding Module

The multicast forwarding module is flexible in its design and presently supports different flooding design optimizations. The current experimental mechanisms are: classic flooding (CF), source-specific multi-point relay (S-MPR) flooding, and non-source multi-point relay (NS-MPR).

The most basic mechanism implemented is the CF approach. In CF, each node transmits a locally generated or newly received packet exactly once. The duplicate detection technique avoids any duplicate packet retransmissions.

The S-MPR flooding mechanism is based upon the well-known MPR technique and allows only locally elected MPRs to retransmit packets that are received from upstream elector nodes. The present algorithm leverages a local 2-hop MPR selection mechanism, we build a reduced relay node set for application layer multicast data flooding. Symmetric 2-hop neighbor knowledge can be collected via single KEYWORD exchanges or through some lower layer mechanism if available. It is well-known that source-specific MPRs compose a connected dominating set and using S-MPR significantly reduces redundant retransmission of packets, especially in dense network neighborhoods [8]. An implementation disadvantage of S-MPR is previous hop identification is required to perform a proper forwarding match. This previous hop filtering requirement adds some additional state and complexity to the design, but it is functional in our present prototype.

We further interested in exploring flooding techniques that do not require previous hop information during the forwarding decision process and we initially implemented the NS-MPR forwarding mode to examine one possibility. The NS-MPR mechanism combines all source-specific elected MPRs into a common relay node set. In this case, during the active forwarding process previous hop information is not required and only knowledge that a node is an MPR for at least on neighbor is used. A significant finding of our initial evaluation is that the NS-MPR technique, using the present election algorithm, does not scale well as compared with the S-MPR approach. In other words, a combined resultant relay set is not significantly reduced as compared to a source-specific relay set. Other optimization algorithms to form common relay sets not requiring previous hop knowledge are known.

4. PROTOTYPE EMULATION RESULTS

We performed initial examination of our prototype MANET multicast implementation using the NRL mobile network emulation software [9]. Our initial testbed configuration consisted of 10 mobile network nodes in an emulated mobile wireless environment running 802.11b ad hoc wireless interfaces at 2 Mbps link rates. For our initial experiments, one node is the source of the multicast and the other 9 nodes are simultaneous multicast receivers.

We expected the transmission overhead efficiency of various flooding methods to become a more significant factor, in terms of packet delivery effectiveness, as the network traffic load increases. Dependent upon the flooding approach used, the effectiveness of overhead reduction can be a function of the actual topology of the network. Initially examine and illustrate some performance trends related to topology, we generated several fixed-topological tests using an emulator. The various classes of fixed network topologies we examined are shown in Figure 1, with the x labeled node representing the multicast data source. The various examples represent various local neighbour and edge node densities. While 10 emulation nodes is rather limiting in the number of scenarios that could be investigated, we achieved interesting results nonetheless.
In the fixed topology tests, we were examining significant levels of congestion and network contention when using various flooding algorithms to perform MANET multicasting. This is also more typical of the expected operating conditions. In these sets of tests, we increase the offered multicast source traffic from 10-800 Kbps incrementally every 10 seconds. In Figure 2, we observe that the supportable traffic transmission rate is saturating around 1300 Kbps due to the physical limitations of the 802.11b operating at 2 Mbps. Notice, as expected, that the slope measuring total overhead traffic increases as the number of nodes in the relay set increases. CF flooding is represented as the steepest slope in the picture and is the same for all possible topologies (all nodes transmit a packet once). The other curves represent the effectiveness of the S-MPR mechanism operating over various topologies. The improved relay set efficiency keeps this mechanism from saturating the MANET and allows a higher achievable source rate. The decreasing slope is indicative of the network topology’s increase in density allowing a smaller ratio of relay nodes to be used.

In Figure 3, we present the data from the fixed topology tests of Figure 2 from a different operational performance perspective. Here we plot graph of the total received multicast data traffic at all nodes as a function of time, topology, and representative flooding algorithm. CF flooding is shown as a solid line and demonstrates the worst maximum achievable performance irregardless of topology. As anticipated, S-MPR mechanism demonstrates increased efficiency as areas of network neighborhood density increase. As density increases, more efficiency in multicast forwarding is possible leading to higher sustainable maximum source rates for multicast application data (e.g., video streaming).
significant difference in the number of overhead packets required throughout the experiment for the different methods. Even with such a small network experiment, this clearly shows the advantage of MPR-assisted flooding and performance gains would be similar for other techniques that reduce the required size of a relay node set.

Figure 4. Total multicast goodput with mobility

Figure 5. Total multicast overhead with mobility

5. NETWORK APPLICATION TESTS

In addition to the quantitative test data measurements presented and conducted a number of functional application experiments using multicast video and VoIP traffic. We have demonstrated the operation of the video conferencing tool (VIC) [11] to perform multicast streaming video in a MANET environment using the forwarding prototype. We perform these tests by putting 10 nodes in an emulated MANET testbed. Once again each node moved using a random-way point motion model. A source node or set of source nodes provided live video feeds using the simplified MANET multicast forwarding mechanism to all MANET receivers. We increased the video quality rate at the source node and examined when the picture began to degrade at the MANET multicast receivers. As can be directly derived from the previous quantitative results, the more efficient multicast algorithms supported higher effective data rates and associated video quality. This experiment also functionally demonstrated that the MANET multicast flooding engine working with existing multicast capable operating systems and multi-media applications. Additional experiments were performed operating various Voice over IP (VoIP) applications to test functionality and these tests demonstrated similar observed result.

6. FURTHER ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS

With the mobile network emulator and the working MANET multicast forwarder, we were able to get some interesting preliminary results even with a limited test scenario. We showed that our implementation supports simplified native IP multicast forwarding within a MANET area and that the system can adopt more optimized algorithms (e.g., S-MPR) to decrease the relay node set and support higher sustainable goodput. With the initial emulation experiments we were limited by hardware to examining only small network configurations. To examine additional performance trends as the number of participating network nodes increases we chose a basic analytical approach. We were especially interested in looking at some basic clustering and combined MPR algorithms.

7. BASIC ANALYTICAL MODELS

We implemented three different analytical flooding methods using network analyzer: NS-MPR flooding, S-MPR flooding, and a centralized clustering algorithm that creates a single CDS relay node set. The clustering algorithm was used to compare against the efficiency and scalability trends of the S-MPR approach. The analysis examined the expected relay set size (denoted as forwarders along the y-axis) as the number of nodes in the network increases. In this analysis we do not take into account lost packets or overall throughput, only expected flooding overhead in terms of the number relay nodes required to flood a single application packet. Other important metrics like robustness, forwarding delay, and control overhead needed to support the various methods are not represented as they were in the emulator.

We analyze both random graph networks and random unit graph networks performance and developed a similar analysis approach taken in [12]. The random graph networks are defined by (N, P), where N is the number of nodes and P is the probability of a link between any two nodes. We restricted our random unit graph networks to be square with this...
restriction \((N,L)\) characterizes where \(N\) is the number of nodes and \(L\) is the length of the side of the grid. There is a link between nodes if the distance between the two nodes is less than one unit. In order to avoid undesirable anomalies in our data from unconnected networks, we generate our test networks at random and then perform an initial check for connectivity. If a network is not connected it is discarded and another network is generated. Each flooding method is run on a successfully connected graph and the resulting number of forwarders to flood data is recorded. Each data point in our graph represents the average number of forwarders a flooding method selected for one hundred randomly generated networks.

**8. ANALYTICAL RESULTS**

In order to compare the analytical model results with the basic working prototype results, first we examined a similar small network of ten nodes. Figure 6 represents ten node networks with increasing connectivity levels. The results show how the various flooding methods reduce redundant forwarding as average connectivity changes. It is shown that S-MPR outperforms both simple cluster-based and NS-MPR flooding over all connectivity probabilities though the corresponding growth trends are relatively similar. This graph supports the emulator findings that fewer messages will be sent using S-MPR rather than NS-MPR flooding, but within this size network NSMPR seems relatively efficient.

**Figure 6. Expected relay set size for 10 node network**

Figure 7 shows growth trends as the number of nodes increase in a fixed square area with a diameter of three units using the random unit disc graph model. As shown in the last graph, at ten nodes the overhead increase though apparent is not that significant. However, as the number of nodes in the network increases NS-MPR flooding becomes increasing less efficient at reducing the number of flooding messages. Also, this graph clearly demonstrates the similarity in efficiency trends between S-MPR and a centralized-clustering scheme.

**Figure 7. Expected relay set size for larger networks**

Next we perform the observation of larger networks in the random unit disc model with density being variable. The results observed in Figure 8 that as the network becomes sparser the NS-MPR hybrid relay node mechanism rapidly becomes less efficient than both the basic clustering and S-MPR mechanisms. This result gives us less confidence in the NS-MPR mechanism as an efficient mechanism in larger MANET networks.

**Figure 8. Expected relay set size in random user disc graph with 100 nodes**

**9. FURTHER SCOPE OF WORK**

We have identified a number of areas of ongoing and future work from our present studies. We have demonstrated a working prototype of a reliable simplified MANET multicast routing mechanism based upon improved flooding algorithms. The framework is relatively flexible but the study of additional potential forwarding strategies and design tradeoffs is ongoing. More examination of the packet delivery robustness of various techniques under more complicated mobility scenarios is desirable. We have also pointed out the present duplicate detection mechanism is potentially problematic due to inconsistencies and limitations in IP ID field usage. We plan to investigate additional approaches including possible specialized encapsulation and/or header extension methods. A header extension method is likely appropriate for implementation in IPv6.
and we plan to prototype and experiment with such a capability.

10. CONCLUSION

We have presented an implementation overview of a working protocol prototype that can be used to support simplified multicast IP routing in MANET environments. The simplified model is based upon the adaptation and use of efficient flooding algorithms for mobile wireless networks. In addition to the prototype design, we functionally demonstrated the working code in the NRL mobile network emulator and presented some initial performance results. This framework can be used to support a wide variety of applications desiring multicast routing support within a scoped mobile routing area.

Even for small MANET networks, we observe the potential for flooding optimizations to significantly improve maximum sustainable goodput rates to a group of multicast receivers. We also presented some additional analytical models to compare with our emulation results this helped to validate the present results and to further evaluate performance issues as the network scales. We conclude that, unlike S-MPR, the NS-MPR technique implemented to eliminate previous hop routing dependencies in the forwarding decision does not achieve high efficiency under scaled network conditions.

While additional research areas remain, we demonstrated that the approach described can be used to provide the reliable simplified multicast routing capability for MANET at the IP layer. In addition, we demonstrated a working prototype and the significance of reducing the size of the relay set to improve the maximum achievable goodput within the network.
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